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WRITING INTENT 
 
Our writing intent is to promote high standards of language and literacy by equipping learners 
with essential writing skills, and a strong command of the written word through a motivating 
writing curriculum built on solid foundations of speaking, listening, reading rich texts, teacher 
modelling and a wide vocabulary. 
 
WRITING IMPLEMENTATION 
 
We implement our writing curriculum through explicit text immersion, modelling and scaffolding, 
focusing on different writing purposes – a method that we call ‘The Wildmoor Writing Journey’. 
We often link writing to books chosen from our Reading Spine, placing great literature at the 
heart, and to subject learning, allowing pupils to become fully immersed in their writing genre, 
with an emphasis on the different stages of the writing journey (Vocabulary, Boxing Up, 
Planning, Drafting, Editing, and Publishing). Children broaden their understanding of language, 
building on a foundation of quality vocabulary, regular oral practice and sharing peers’ writing 
work. We teach joined handwriting from Year 1, with all children having a consistent, joined 
handwriting style by Year 5. We teach spelling alongside phonics in Key Stage 1, followed by 
Spelling Shed from Year 2, reinforced with the Spelling Shed app for home learning.  
 
An important part of our broader English curriculum is the development of speaking and 
listening skills so that every child develops the confidence and capacity to express themselves 
persuasively and the ability to listen to others with interest and empathy. Dictation is also used 
in all classes to reinforce listening and spelling accuracy, plus fluency. 
 
WRITING IMPACT 
 
Learners at Wildmoor Heath make clear progress in all aspects of written communication, both 
transcription and composition. With the implementation of the writing journey being established 
and taught thoroughly, learners become more confident and coherent writers, adapting their 
language and style for a range of contexts, purposes and audiences.  
 
We assess our children’s writing skills throughout their years at Wildmoor Heath against clear 
expectations for each year group. We conduct internal and external moderation of writing with 
peers and other schools. We know that our Writing curriculum has a positive impact on learners’ 
outcomes from their writing confidence. 
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WILDMOOR HEATH’S APPROACH TO TEACHING WRITING 
 
There are many strands that children need to acquire before they become confident and fluent 
writers, able to write for different genre in a range of styles across all areas of the curriculum. At 
Wildmoor Heath, we aim to ensure that all children learn these strands, beginning with the skills 
of transcription through to developing the skills of composition by the end of KS2. 
 

 
 
FOCUS FOR WRITING 
 
We recognise that there are three crucial areas to focus on 
when planning the teaching of writing. 
 
Spoken language underpins the development of writing. The 
quality and variety of language that pupils hear and speak are 
vital for developing their vocabulary and grammar. Through 
using language and hearing how others use it, children 
become able to describe the world, make sense of life's 
experiences and achieve more. They learn to use language 
as a tool for thinking, collectively and alone. During a pupil’s 
seven years at our school, we introduce a progressive range 
of technical vocabulary across all curriculum subjects, 
immersing all our learners in language and building up their 
personal bank of vocabulary. We are aware that some of our 
learners may have a large vocabulary ‘gap’ versus their peers 
and our teachers set out to close this gap. We aim to ensure 
all children hear high quality verbal input and have varied 
opportunities to develop these vital skills through games, 
storytelling, drama, song, poetry, performances, debates and 
presentation. This enables our learners to become effective 
communicators both verbally and in their writing.  
 

From Little Miss DHT 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Flittlemissdht.wordpress.com%2F2018%2F07%2F15%2Fthe-writing-rope-managing-cognitive-load-metacognition-and-developing-effective-writers%2F&psig=AOvVaw1sOWMVYLkk6W6uR8392Rc7&ust=1584609799805000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAkQjhxqFwoTCPi7u9TZo-gCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAi
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WRITING PROGRESSION 
 
In Reception, children will start to learn how to form letters correctly. They will be encouraged 
to use their knowledge of phonics (Appendix 1) to write words in ways which match their 
spoken sounds. By the end of the year, they will be expected to write simple sentences which 
can be read by themselves and others. In Year 1, children will be taught to write sentences by 
saying out loud what they are going to write about, put several sentences together and re-read 
their writing to check it makes sense. They will also be expected to discuss what they have 
written and to read it aloud. In Year 2, children learn to write for a range of purposes, including 
stories, information texts and poetry. Children are encouraged to plan what they are going to 
write and to read through their writing to make corrections and improvements. 
 
In Years 3 and 4, children are encouraged to draft and write by talking about their writing. They 
will continue to learn how to organise paragraphs and, if they are writing non-fiction, to use 
headings. When they are writing stories, they will learn to use settings, characters and plots. 
Children in Years 3 and 4 will be expected to use what they know about grammar in their writing 
and to read through what they have written, to find ways to improve it.  
 
In Years 5 and 6, children will continue to develop their skills in planning, drafting and reviewing 
what they have written. Children learn to identify the audience for and purpose of their writing. 
They will be expected to use grammar appropriately. In non-fiction writing, children will use 
headings, bullet points and other ways to organise their writing. They will be expected to 
describe settings, characters and to use dialogue in their stories. 
 
IMPORTANCE OF MODELLING  
 
To assist children in achieving higher expectations in writing, teachers at Wildmoor Heath use 
modelling techniques to share good quality texts. Following careful assessment and when the 
children are ready, the teacher moves through the Gradual Release Model, to help to develop 
independence.  
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PLANNING FOR WRITING: WRITING PURPOSES   
The following overview is used, to ensure teachers plan for children to be able to write for 
different purposes. In KS1, children start with Writing to Entertain and Writing to Inform, adding 
Writing to Persuade in Lower KS2 and Writing to Discuss at Upper KS2. The writing purposes 
are spread throughout the year, allowing for revision as well as new learning.  
 

  
 
PLANNING FOR WRITING: ENGLISH CURRICULUM MAP  
In addition to mapping out the different writing purposes across the year, we ensure that 
different text types are included and, where possible, linked to the current term’s overall theme 
or the whole class quality text being read. The English Curriculum Map details the term’s theme, 
the quality texts being used (both for reading and writing), the writing purposes and the writing 
genre unit for each term. This is a fluid document, updated each term, changing with the needs 
and interests of the children.  

 

2022-2023 
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PLANNING FOR WRITING: YEAR OBJECTIVES 
From the Writing Purposes Overview, the National Curriculum objectives have been mapped 
out for each year group, as well as additional features (gold standard) that are relevant for each 
text type. This provides progression of writing skills across the school. These objectives are 
used to plan a Wildmoor Heath Writing Journey unit and as success criteria at the end of the 
writing unit. 
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PLANNING FOR WRITING: WILDMOOR HEATH WRITING JOURNEY 
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Stage 1 Reading and 
understanding 
the original 
text 

Reading as a writer:  

• Ensure children have a copy of the text 

• Annotating the text (text marking) to identify features (toolkit) 

• Boxing up/story boarding/mind mapping/flow charts.  

• Creating toolkits of features as the unit progresses so that the children know 
which features they may include in their own work (success criteria).  

• Toolkit features to be displayed throughout the whole unit to keep referring 
back to. Reminder of features discussed from previous unit or year.  

• Drama (freeze frame; conscience alley; thought tapping etc.).  

• Using film, music or artefacts. 

Stage 2 Revisiting with 
the model text 
 
Writing the  
new text 

Writing as a writer:  

• Box up/plan new versions of the text using bare bones from week 1 

• Teacher to explicitly model one chunk at a time, identifying grammar/word 
choices and matching the toolkit features (success criteria).  

• Practise one grammar feature included in each chunk.  

• Children to orally rehearse sentences using Kung Fu punctuation. 

• Children write one chunk each day and identify one example of each feature 
within their writing chunk. 

• Assessment/feedback given as needed – adapt planning to practise 
particular grammar/sentence features as required. 

Stage 3 Review the  
new text 
 
Presenting the 
new text 

Writing as a reader:  

• Revisit the toolkit features.  

• Revisit/re-teach any grammar features as required.  

• Edit writing to include any missed features. 

• Think about the presentation of the final draft – booklet, leaflet, poster, class 
story book etc.  

• Write the final draft neatly to share. 

Weeks 
Later 

Independent 
extended 
writing 

• Give the children the toolkit/list of features/success criteria 

• Children plan and write their own version of the text 

• Use for assessment – plan for the next writing purpose 

 
Once teachers have identified an appropriate writing purpose and genre for their class, they 
plan the writing journey, including carefully structured stages, which vary in time according to 
the age and needs of the children as well as the text type being studied.  Teachers plan for 
writing by starting with a quality text, film or picture as a stimulus and from that, create a model 
text which will act as the aspirational end point for the children. The teachers’ planning stems 
from the model text, by thinking what they would like the children to have achieved by the end of 
the writing journey and considering how to break that into teaching steps. Where ever possible 
the writing completed by the children will be linked to their cross-curricular theme, which 
broadens cultural capital. To help build writing stamina, they plan opportunities for children to 
write every day.  
 
Stage One: 
The first stage of the writing journey is to allow children to immerse themselves into the text type 
being taught, orally rehearsing story plots, sentences or phrases. This stage is planned so that 
the text type is familiar to the children and that purpose and audience, structure, features and 
appropriate grammar are understood. This may involve creating story maps with the children, 
using pictures or gestures to help recall the main parts of the text. A list of features is created 
and displayed prominently for reference throughout the writing journey. Teachers guide children 
through the process of summarising the model text and boxing it up to create the bare bones, 
which is then used to help plan their own writing. 
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Stage Two: 
The second stage in the writing journey is planning and drafting writing. This is carefully 
structured, where children are guided through the planning process. Teachers model how to 
turn the box-up ideas into a new plan. Teachers prepare the new model plan and text in 
advance, based on the main text from the first stage, ensuring that relevant features and 
grammar objectives have been included. To lessen the cognitive load on working memory, 
teachers will model and share writing in small chunks each day. In addition, teachers will create 
appropriate scaffolds of the model text (such as word mats or cloze texts) for children who need 
additional help. Small group support is also given to lower attaining children. Each session 
begins with a grammar starter which recaps previous learning so that the grammar skills 
become embedded. When modelling, teachers will explicitly share their thinking, explaining how 
and why they are choosing certain vocabulary, grammar and sentence types. In every session, 
there will be an emphasis on sentence structure and where possible children will be able to 
orally rehearse their own sentences using Kung Fu Punctuation to ensure they have a sound 
grasp of sentences and to avoid sentence run-on. 
 
Stage Three: 
The third stage of the writing journey is to create the final draft, considering how to present it, 
whether it is for display or a class book, or to share with other classes or parents. Final pieces 
of writing are copied into writing journals and are then assessed against that particular year 
group’s writing objectives. From assessing their final drafts, teachers can identify the areas in 
which there are gaps and target these in the following units.   
 
Assessment: 
At a later stage, children will be asked to write an independent piece, using the criteria from a 
previous unit, to establish what they can do independently after the teaching has happened. In 
addition, children will be expected to apply their writing across different curriculum subjects. 
Termly moderation of writing ensures consistency.   
 
Greater Depth/Challenge: 
The children who are judged to be writing at greater depth are children who stand out as writers; 
children who take our breath away when we read their texts. There will not be many of these 
children and the number will vary from cohort to cohort. Whilst we cannot “teach” children to be 
greater depth writers, we can most certainly offer them opportunities, choices and ensure that 
any technical aspects of writing are secure and their use understood. Within each year group’s 
planning document, extra (gold standard) objectives have been added to give children an 
opportunity to write at greater depth. 
 
What could we expect to see for children writing at greater depth? Children who: 

• master handwriting and spelling – these skills need to be automatic so that children are 
not too preoccupied with them to concentrate on composition; 

• know what they want to say – pupils need reasons to write, and suitable content to write 
about 

• write with a reader’s eye, constantly re-reading work to check that it makes sense and 
that the message is effectively conveyed; 

• know how different sorts of texts are structured, so that, over time, they can create their 
own structures appropriate to audience and purpose; 

• have a feeling for grammar, varying and controlling sentence structure with ease, in order 
to create different language effects; 

• are capable of writing at length while maintaining a sense of audience, purpose and 
organisation. 
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Writing Journey: 
At all times, children are be involved and aware of the writing journey and each stage through to 
publishing their final draft. The following structure will be visible in books and on display: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SPELLING 
 
At the beginning of each term, children are tested on a list of words working through the spelling 
rules and patterns. Staff identify the common gaps in specific rules and patterns, which are then 
taught that term. Spellings are taught explicitly and regular opportunities to practise the spelling 
patterns are planned for every day, with sessions lasting around 15 to 20 minutes. Weekly 
spellings are added to the online app ‘Spelling Shed’ and children are encouraged to practise 
their spellings as part of their home learning every day. Children who still require spelling 
support, work daily for 15 mins in a small group and may have alternative spelling lists each 
week depending on their gaps. In addition, some children are identified as priority spellers and 
they will practise spelling the common exception/tricky words (Appendix 2) or additional 
spelling gaps with an adult. 

DRAFT WRITING 
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HANDWRITING 
 
We follow the Nelson handwriting scheme throughout the school. In 
Reception, children begin to develop letter formation. Children are 
expected to learn to join their writing from Year 1. From Year 2, and 
when ready, children are given the opportunity to practise their 
handwriting using a pen, as well as writing their final draft with pen. We 
use the ‘Good Practice for Handwriting’ guide from the National 
Handwriting Association to identify and address any children struggling 
with their handwriting. 
 
 
ASSESSMENT & MONITORING 
 
Each term, children are given an independent writing task, showing where they have met each 
objective from their year’s assessment criteria, based on the relevant writing purposes 
objectives. Children are encouraged to assess their own writing, by completing their own 
assessment sheet, which is linked to the features taught from that writing unit.  From that piece 
of writing, teachers identify strengths and areas to improve. They complete relevant year’s 
assessment grid for each child, which is stuck in their Writing Journal books, and then identify 
whether they are working at (EXS), above (GDS) or below (WTS) the current year’s objectives. 
Senior Leaders gather examples of each year’s expected standard of writing to create a 
portfolio for staff to use to assist with their assessment judgements. In Year 2 and Year 6, the 
Department for Education’s exemplification documents are used. 
 
Senior Leaders look at English and Writing Journal books each term. They are looking for 
evidence of the Writing Journey within books and on display and to see progress throughout the 
year (and throughout the school). Staff meetings are arranged for all staff to share good practice 
in writing and to undertake writing moderation. Y2 and Y6 staff attend writing moderation 
sessions within Bracknell Forest and with other Greenshaw Learning Trust schools. 
 
NON-NEGOTIABLES  
 
Writing: 

• When planning, use the English Curriculum Map for texts/genres; use objectives from the 
Writing Purposes Planning (to use as grammar features) and follow the Wildmoor Heath 
Writing Journey structure, using these objectives for assessment 

• Plan to teach writing in chunks with a big focus on oral rehearsal, vocabulary and sentence 
composition 

• Teachers MUST model their writing and explicitly discuss language choices 

• Each stage of the writing journey should be visible (explicit to children) on display and books 

• Challenge GDS writers by discussing word choices and mood/tone of the text 
 
Handwriting: 

• Follow the Nelson scheme 

• Handwriting practice must be every day with the joins for the week being taught explicitly 
(using a visualiser or handwritten on a flipchart) from Year 2 onwards 

• Children can use pen for any final draft writing (in writing journals or for display) 

• If child is writing neatly and joined in all work, the teacher can permit the child to write in pen 
 
Phonics/Spelling: 

• Phonics/Spelling practice must be every day – use Spelling Shed scheme or add own list of 
gap words to Spelling Shed 

• Use honeycomb strategies alongside spelling shed – test each week 

https://nha-handwriting.org.uk/shop/good-practice-for-handwriting/
https://nha-handwriting.org.uk/shop/good-practice-for-handwriting/
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QUICK REFERENCE FOR PLANNING SEQUENCE  
 

• Start by working out which writing purpose and which genre to teach. 

• Looking at the yearly/termly Writing Purposes planning document to find relevant features. 

• Find a quality text and tweak if different features need to be added.  

• Pre-prepare your own model plan, model text and scaffolds before teaching. 

• Start teaching with immersion into the original text, using story mapping, gestures, animation 
and drama to embed it. 

• Regularly give the children chance to orally rehearse sentences or story chunks. 

• Ask the children to summarise the story – can they re-tell the story in just 5 sentences? 

• Children to identify the features of the text to create a toolkit, which is shared and displayed. 

• Guide children to create their own box up (using the model box-up as a guide). 

• Model how to plan from the box-up (using the model plan as a guide).  

• Children plan their own version (with box-up or model plan alongside to help). 

• Model one chunk of text at a time, referring to the toolkit/success criteria, which children will 
aim to include in their writing. 

• Aim for quality rather than quantity as well as coherence.  

• Children write their own chunk – will stick close to the model if needed. 

• Scaffolds, such as word mats or cloze sentences, should be provided for children who need 
extra help. 

• When modelling, encourage children to share more interesting language or words that 
create atmosphere/set the mood to challenge the more able children. 

• Depending on the length of the text, it may take between two and five days to model a chunk 
each day. 

• Teacher model; children write; children check against toolkit; children edit and possibly 
colour code one of each feature to show what they have included.  

• Each day, children re-read their writing and improve using a purple pen. 

• At the end of the writing, give children time to choose a chunk to improve, using editing flaps 
when they have larger chunks. 

• Children “publish” their story – write up neatly for a class book or display as well as writing in 
their Writing Journals. Ensure neat handwriting and presentation. 

• Each day, check the writing chunks for understanding of grammatical and stylistic features, 
re-visiting as a grammar starter the next session, if necessary. 

• Later, re-visit model text and toolkit, giving the children a chance to write independently 
against the success criteria taught. This can be used to complete the writing assessment 
grids and to highlight what needs re-visiting later. 
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Appendix 1: Phonics progression 
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Appendix 2: Wildmoor Heath Common Exception Words Checklist 
 

Name:   

Word R W Word R W Word R W 

I   all   when   

no   they   out   

the   my   oh   

to   said   Mrs   

go   have   people   

into   like   their   

he   so   called   

she   do   Mr   

we   some   looked   

me   come   asked   

be   little   could   

you   one      

are   were      

her   there      

was   what      
 

Name:   

saw   push   climb   

today   pull   water   

of   full   called   

says   house   even   

your   our   every   

by   after   everybody   

here   again   old   

there   any   fast   

where   who   father   

love   both   find   

once   break   should   

ask   busy   because   

friend   child   great   

school   children   half   

put   would   hold   
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Appendix 3: Order of Tricky words Reception/KS1 
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Appendix 3: Effective Writing Teaching Research 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

file:///C:/Users/clare/2021-2022%20English%20Documents/Effective%20Writing%20Teaching%20What%20the%20research%20says.pdf
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Appendix 4: Word of the Week planning 
 

 
 

 
 

 


